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We Said Raja Fitting Contractor…..

In the year 2006, we entered in this Industry. 

Said Raja Fitting Contractor is a top player in this category in 

Jaipur.

Said Raja Fitting Contractor has 16 Years of experience in this 

field.

Who We Are ?



Our Responsibilities

➢ Stonemasons build and repair stone structures such as piers, walls or 

arch supports using stones and pieces of rock.

➢ Entails cutting, shaping, and laying stones to create artistic structures 

such as monuments, tombstones, and statues.

➢ Stonemasons work with a range of tools in shaping and assembling of 

rock pieces. They set and verify the vertical and horizontal alignment 

of structures using levels and plumb bob.

➢ They mark out and measure distances with the aid of stake lines, 

straightedges and rules.

➢ They also trim and smoothen work pieces using chisel, hammer and 

power grinder.



➢ Stonemasons work with both natural stones (granite, marble, limestone) 

and artificial stones (cement mixed with chips).

➢ They introduce mortar in between stone rows using a trowel. They also 

indicate cutting lines along the grain of work materials and cut to 

various sizes using an abrasive saw or hammer.

➢ As part of their responsibilities, stone masons produce detailed stone 

carvings for buildings to replicate or replace an existing stone structure.

➢ They install prefabricated stones on building walls or surfaces using 

traditional lime mortars

➢ They use blow torch and mastic to fix cracked or chipped areas on 

marble or stone.

➢ They also remove rough concrete parts using a power grinder or a 

chisel and hammer.



Our Team

❖A lot of repeat business reflects the trust and value our 

clients place in our  experienced staff. Offering most of 

the essential services in-house also contributes to better 

execution of projects by streamlining the team's  

communication and helps in delivering the projects in 

the given period  and manage the costs effectively.



Why Said Raja Fitting Contractor?
Choosing us to execute your project would be the best decision 

you would  have ever made. We bring the following with us:

❖ Excellent project management and execution capabilities

❖ Dedicated and well trained manpower to execute large projects

❖ Extensive project portfolio.

❖ Excellent client coordination

❖ Known for quality of workmanship

❖ Time Bound Completion

❖ Attention to Detail

❖ Personal Involvement

❖ Quality

❖ Communication of Corporate Identity

❖ End to End Solutions

❖ Value for money

❖ Executed Several Big Projects



List of Few Projects – Executed & Handed over
Execution of Commercial / Institutional Projects :

S.No. Project Name Location Status

1. IAS Narendra Arya House 

Project

Jaipur Completed

2. Bungalow Project, Rajiv 

Chowk

Delhi Completed

3. Temple Project ,Dewas Indore Completed

4. Bungalow Project, Belgaum Karnataka Completed

5. Vidhan Sabha Bhawan, 

Belgaum

Karnataka Completed

6. Bungalow Project Makrana Completed

7. Khwaja Garib Nawaz Dargah Ajmer Completed

8. Santacruz Building Project Mumbai Completed



Our Business Associate

❖ Architect Mohammad Saleem

❖ Architect Rajesh Tiwari

❖ Architect Wasim Ahmad

❖ Architect Babulal Pathan

❖ Architect Bani Singh 



















































Contact Detail

Said Raja
Address

Momadiya Masjit, Makrana, Nagaur

Mobile Number

7737881296 / 9079842269

SAID RAJA FITTING CONTRACTOR



Thank You


